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In [1] Donald Knuth explains a backtracking algorithm he calls Dancing
Links. As a result of being a backtracking algorithm it is recursive as shown
in Algorithm 1. To turn it into a non-recursive algorithm the recursive call
can be eliminated by adding goto statements and using a stack. The resulting
Algorithm 2 is a non-recursive Dancing Links algorithm. In this algorithm each
of the foreach loops has been replaced with equivalent while loops.

The use of goto statements is generally frowned upon because they have a
tendency to make the code very hard to understand, and harder still to modify
and debug. To limit the number of goto statements the recursive base case has
been moved inside the while loop. Another goto statement has been eliminated
by using the continue keyword, present in many modern programming lan-
guages, to jump to the beginning of the while loop. The continue keyword is
basically a limited goto statement and it is considered more acceptable in use
than goto.

That leaves one goto statement that I have been unable to eliminate. Un-
fortunately it is quite disruptive as it jumps into the while loop which might
result in variables not being properly initialized. However, this should not be
a problem if all the variables have been declared outside the while loop. Al-
gorithm 2 has eliminated the recursive call, but given the remaining goto it is
more appropriate to call it non-recursive than iterative. Call it a hybrid if you
will, or maybe Frankenstein monster is more appropriate.

Testing and validating the correctness of the modified algorithm is left as an
exercise for the reader. Can you find a way to eliminate the last goto statement
as well?
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Algorithm 1 Dancing Links recursive search.
1: procedure search(k)
2: if h.right = h then
3: Print solution and return. {Base case for the recursion}
4: c← choose column()
5: cover(c)
6: foreach r ← c.down, c.down.down, . . . , while r 6= c do
7: Ok ← r {Add r to partial solution}
8: foreach j ← r.right, r.right.right, . . . , while j 6= r do
9: cover(j.column)

10: search(k + 1)
11: foreach j ← r.left, r.left.left, . . . , while j 6= r do
12: uncover(j.column)
13: uncover(c)

Algorithm 2 Dancing Links non-recursive search.
1: procedure search()
2: k ← 0
3: S ← new stack
4: c← choose column()
5: cover(c)
6: r ← c.down
7: while r 6= c do
8: Ok ← r {Add r to partial solution}
9: j ← r.right

10: while j 6= r do
11: cover(j.column)
12: j ← j.right
13: if h.right = h then
14: Print solution. {Former recursion base case}
15: else
16: k ← k + 1
17: S.push(r)
18: c← choose column()
19: cover(c)
20: r ← c.down
21: continue {Go to the beginning of the while loop at line 7}
22: kitchen sink: {Here we removed the recursive call}
23: r ← S.pop()
24: c← r.column
25: k ← k − 1
26: j ← r.left
27: while j 6= r do
28: uncover(j.column)
29: j ← j.left
30: r ← r.down
31: uncover(c)
32: if k > 0 then
33: goto kitchen sink {Here there be monsters}
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